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ABSTRACT
Scholarly knowledge synthesis — the production of a novel con-
ceptual whole such as an effective literature review or theory —
is a critical yet consistently challenging subtask of research. We
explore how managing the context of knowledge claims being syn-
thesized, such as their production context or methodology, may
be a critical under-supported subtask of synthesis in existing tools.
Through in situ protocol analyses of researchers doing the work
of synthesis, we studied how researchers capture contextual infor-
mation in their notes and annotations, and how this varies across
generic vs. specialized systems for synthesis. Our analysis revealed
common process patterns of context capture, and qualitative differ-
ences in the nature of support for context capture across generic
and specialized systems. Based on these findings, we discuss de-
sign implications for systems that aim to better support scholarly
synthesis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Synthesis is an essential creative task for scholarly knowledge work:
it integrates existing knowledge into innovative conceptual wholes
[6, 33], such as a theory, an effective systematic or integrative
literature review, a cogent research proposal, or model of a design
space. Unfortunately, the experience of synthesis work is arduous
and effortful [13, 15, 21], and very time-consuming [13, 27, 32],
with the labor of transforming the "raw data" of unstructured texts
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into forms amenable for analysis comprising a major portion of
these time costs. In this short paper, we consider how support for
managing context might be a critical target for design efforts to
support synthesis work.

Extensive research in HCI and CSCW has found that effective
management of context — the information or circumstances that
surround a focal point [4, 10], such as authorship/provenance and
history of changes — is critical for supporting effective reuse of
information [1], in such diverse settings as human-resource records
[2], aircraft technical support [23], healthcare systems [5], steel-
work [18], and logistical coordination [11].

Synthesis also fundamentally involves knowledge reuse, whether
synthesizing claims from past papers written by other authors, or
making sense of your own or collaborators’ notes and annotations.
Therefore, it is likely that deep engagement with the context of
knowledge claims — such as their production context and method-
ology — is also important for knowledge reuse for synthesis [6, 14].
To illustrate what context means in synthesis work, consider an
HCI researcher who wants to understand what interventions might
be most promising for mitigating online harassment. To judge the
validity of past findings and synthesize an understanding of the
research frontier, she might need to know which findings came
from which measures (e.g., self-report, behavioral measures) and
appropriately weigh the strength of evidence, the extent to which
findings have been replicated across authors from different labs,
and across settings (e.g., year, platform, scale), and whether/how
variations in setting might reveal new explanatory pathways.

Research on knowledge reuse in CSCW has identified that man-
ually adding context, to support information reuse and retrieval,
can be challenging for a variety of reasons, including the difficulty
of presenting or even enumerating what types of contextual infor-
mation might prove relevant for future reuse [2, 5].

However, less is known about whether and how challenges re-
lated to context manifest in synthesis work, and how these chal-
lenges might interact with the tools that are used to support syn-
thesis. Studies of active reading in scientific work [3, 20, 26, 30, 34]
yield insights into the mechanics of reading and note-taking, but do
not analyze them explicitly in terms of the concepts of context and
information reuse. Knight and colleagues’ [21] cognitive work anal-
ysis of systematic review work groups did examine how contextual
information — such as participant information and experimental
measures and design — can be difficult to extract when creating
systematic reviews. However, they did not analyze in detail how
these challenges intersected with the tools they used were used to
support the process. Blake and Pratt [6] identified context — such
as metadata and methods information — as a critical type of infor-
mation that is created and managed during the systematic review
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Figure 1: Data collection set up: Participants conducted their synthesis work with an overhead camera that was set to wide
view to capture as much of the workspace and field of attention as possible.

process, but did not analyze in detail whether/how systems support
this task.

A detailed description of the mechanics of context capture in
synthesis work, and how this varies across tools, could help us
identify possible pain points and design ideas for how we can better
support context management in synthesis systems. As a first step
towards understanding how to support context capture and man-
agement for synthesis, we conducted detailed in situ observations
of researchers working on their own synthesis, focusing on how
the researchers captured contextual information in their notes and
annotations, and how this varied across tools.

2 METHODS
2.1 Participants and Procedure
We recruited four participants from a large public research insti-
tution in the northeastern United States. Two participants used
tools without special features for synthesis (P1 and P2), such as
OneNote, printed papers, Google Docs, and generic PDF readers,
and two used tools with specialized features for synthesis (P3 using
NVivo1 P4 using LiquidText2). This allowed us to explore how the
mechanics of context capture might vary by tool. For the rest of
the study we will refer to the first group as the “generic tools”
group and the second group as the “specialized tools” group in
order to differentiate between the perceived difference in howmuch
their tools are designed to support synthesis. All participants were
PhD students working in the general domain of interdisciplinary
human-computer interaction research, with topics ranging from
privacy issues in children, assistive technology for chronic pain,
critical perspectives on "big data" analyses of cultural archival data,
and learning technologies for computational thinking.

We conducted a 45-minute observation of a synthesis work ses-
sion for each participant, focused on capturing information from
papers in the form of annotations and notes for later use in synthe-
sizing arguments and outlines. Sessions were aimed at an authentic
task of their choosing, and took place in a setting as close to their
natural workflow as possible, such as their office. Participants wore
a hat-mounted GoPro camera to record the full range of their ac-
tions, which often involved mixed-media workflows (e.g., printed
paper and note-taking apps on a computer; multiple monitors). (see
Fig. 1). Participants were also asked to think aloud while working
on their synthesis. Brief training (with examples) for thinking aloud
was provided at the beginning of each session.
1https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-qualitative-data-analysis-
software/resources/blog/extending-your-literature-review-nvivo-12-plus
2https://www.liquidtext.net/

2.2 Data Preparation
To prepare data for analysis, we first segmented video footage into
information capture events, defined as an action that created an
externally observable trace or record that persisted in some media
(e.g., highlight, margin note). We focused on identifying capture
events where the information captured in the trace or record was ei-
ther 1) Conceptual Building Blocks (CBBs): excerpts/notes that
could be (re)used as a building block of a later synthesis, such as an
idea, concept, finding, research question, or theory, or 2) Context:
contextual information that could assist with the interpretation, ap-
praisal, and reuse of a scientific concept or claim, such as metadata
or methods information.

To conceptualize and operationalize CBBs for this analysis, we
drew on epistemological theories of scientific discourse [8, 12, 17,
24, 28] to define ideas, concepts, findings, questions, and theories
as core examples of CBBs that can be used in a synthesis. We also
used cues from participants’ think aloud commentary — such as
"this is what I’m really interested in", or "I might use this later in
my paper", or "this is the main idea here" — as well as knowledge of
their particular research goals, to identify information that might
serve as building blocks in downstream synthesis.

To conceptualize and operationalize context, we drew on stud-
ies of metascience, information science, and argumentation theory
to operationalize context for synthesis in terms of methods, meta-
data, and discourse context. As discussed above, methodological
information, such as details of a task, a measurement, or partici-
pant demographics — are frequently used to assist with appraisal
and aggregation of evidence for claims, such as in a meta-analysis
or systematic review, and enrich conceptual models and theories
[7, 19, 22, 33] 3. Second, metadata around sources, such as their
title, publication outlet, author, affiliation, and year, can assist in ap-
praisal of "metaknowledge" aspects of scientific claims: for example,
older claims might be superseded by later ones, and ideas supported
by diverse authors might gain more credence; and academic lin-
eages can shape what questions are asked and what answers are
considered credible [14]. Similarly, formal element names, such as
figure/table name, page numbers, and footnote numbers, assist in
retrieving contextual details, and are also considered to be context.
Finally, scientific claims are contextualized by other observations,
claims, and theories [14, 16]; for example, an observation can count
as an anomaly if it contradicts predictions from previous theories.
Thus, CBBs could also act as discourse context for other CBBs.

3Methods could conceivably be regarded as CBBs for certain types of synthesis projects,
such as a methodological review. Our conceptualization does not rule out these kinds
of CBBs a priori; however, none of our participants were doing this kind of synthesis.
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Figure 2: Examples of integrated context, such as integrated figure/caption metadata in highlights in generic synthesis tools
(A), "coding" excerpts with expandable context and hyperlinks to source text in NViVo (B) and "liquid capture" excerpts with
integrated metadata and hyperlinks to source text in LiquidText (C).

Each action-information pair was considered as its own event
for analysis. Segmentation was performed by the first author. A
research assistant coded another overlapping portion of the video
data (approximately 40% of the data) to estimate reliability of seg-
mentation. The video footage does not contain natural divisions
we can use to identify the base rate of information capture events.
Therefore, we approximate inter-rater reliability with percent agree-
ment, which was 0.83. In total we observed 177 information capture
events across approximately 2.5 hours of observational footage
from the four participants.

3 RESULTS
We analyzed the information capture events using an iterative open
coding approach, focused on identifying recurring higher-level pat-
terns in instances of context capture, defined as information capture
events that involved methods, metadata, or discourse context. Our
analysis revealed three main recurring patterns of context capture:
1) integrated context capture, 2) standalone context capture, and
3) conceptual building blocks acting as context. We focus our re-
porting here on not just similarities in how these patterns manifest,
but also subtle qualitative differences in the mechanics of these
patterns across generic and specialized tools.

3.1 Integrated Context Capture
First, participants captured context by integrating it into the CBB
information object itself. In the generic tools, this integrated con-
text capture is largely a manual process: examples from our data
include manually typing out page numbers with quotes, or includ-
ing footnote metadata or figure references in highlighted CBBs (Fig.
2A). In contrast, the more specialized tools displayed additional
features for more seamlessly and automatically integrating con-
text. For example, P3 used the “code” function in NVivo to capture
PDF excerpts as CBBs for later reuse: this code record includes
hyperlinks that can be followed in a single click back to the source
document. P1 can also explore the context around the segment
using NVivo’s coding context menu feature4 (Fig. 2B). Similarly, P4

4https://help-nv11.qsrinternational.com/desktop/deep_concepts/narrow_broad_-
and_custom_reach_settings.htm

uses the LiquidText system to create excerpts that have automati-
cally integrated contextual information: captured CBBs excerpts
include a file name and page number at the bottom right of the text
bubble, and the arrow icon in the top left of the text bubble is a
hyperlink back to the original location in the source PDF for that
excerpt (Fig. 2C).

3.2 Standalone Context Capture
Second, participants captured context separately from any concep-
tual building block. With generic tools, this was again a largely
manual process, either writing out metadata, such as article title and
author name or highlightingmethodological information separately
from a CBBWith specialized tools, the mechanics of capture were
often similarly manual as the generic tools: for example, P3 used the
annotation feature in NVivo (distinct from the coding operation)
to highlight methods information, such as details of the participant
sample, and the rubric used to measure the phenomenon of interest.
Similarly, sometimes P4 used the regular "highlight" feature in Liq-
uidText to mark up methods information, such as the study design,
in the PDF itself, without creating a separate information object.

3.3 Conceptual Building Blocks as Context
Third and finally, participants contextualized CBBswith other CBBs,
by implicit linking through intentional proximity, or explicit linking
through the a tool’s metadata structure or a direct marking that
links the CBBs. In generic tools, this largely happened through
spatial proximity (e.g., position in a bullet hierarchy, proximity on a
map) and markings (e.g., drawing connecting lines between CBBs;
see Fig. 3A). Specialized tools demonstrated additional explicit
features for linking CBBs to act as context for each other. For ex-
ample, NVivo’s code segment information structure contextualizes
CBBs with other CBBs by explicitly grouping related code seg-
ments under the same "node" in the code hierarchy (and allowing
the user to browse them together), and also encode hierarchical
relationships between CBBs through the code hierarchy (Fig. 3B). In
LiquidText, this ability to independently manipulate and implicitly
and explicitly link CBBs goes beyond the capabilities of generic
tools or NVivo. The liquid capture segments can be manipulated in
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Figure 3: Examples of CBBs as context, such as spatial proximity andmarkings connecting CBBs in generic synthesis tools (A),
coding excerpts into a conceptual hierarchy in NViVo (B), and creating machine-readable explicit connections between CBBs
on a LiquidText canvas (C).

a canvas view while simultaneously being able to view captured
information from a pdf. These segments can be linked together
explicitly (by drawing arrows to connect them), and also implicitly
through spatial proximity. These CBBs can also be contextualized
by other handwritten notes on the canvas, which can all act as
context for each other (Fig. 3C).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In summary, our qualitative analysis of information capture events
from observations of researchers’ in situ synthesis work sessions
revealed three recurring context capture process patterns: 1)
integrated context capture, 2) standalone context capture, and 3)
CBBs as context. While these patterns were common across partici-
pants, some nuances emerged, including richer and more auto-
mated context capture with specialized tools such as NVivo
and LiquidText.

Considering differences in mechanics of context capture between
the generic and specialized tools more deeply suggests possible de-
sign dimensions of support (or the lack thereof) around context
that are worth exploring further in system designs for synthesis
tools. For instance, both NVivo and Liquidtext enabled a form of
transclusion [25], where information is disembedded from one
place, embedded in another, and able to be directly referenced back
to its source from the new location (vs. requiring manual lookup
with metadata, for example). This specific mechanic seems particu-
larly well-suited to meet the challenge of predicting what specific
details might be necessary for various trajectories of future reuse
of an information record [2, 5]: we observed multiple instances
of useful information located around conceptual building blocks
in their source location, such as metadata or other study details.
Exploring the design space of tradeoffs between this sort of "latent"
or preparatory context capture, and the need to retrieve and ex-
plore these details in a useful and manageable way during reuse,
could be a fruitful area for future design work. This line of work
could build on related concepts of details-on-demand [31], "flexible
compression" [29], and punctuated crystallization of context [23].

Additionally, the ability to disembed CBBs as information ob-
jects capable of one-to-many relationships with other CBBs, while
retaining flexible contextualizability, might be an important
design pattern. Both of our participants who used specialized tools
made contextual links between CBBs quite frequently (approxi-
mately 40% of their capture events), while only one of the generic

tool participants (P1) made similar links. There were also impor-
tant qualitative differences in system mechanics: with generic tools
such as OneNote, using CBBs as context involves lossy disembed-
ding: any contextual information for the CBB needs to be specified
manually. This can create a tradeoff between retaining contextual
information from the original source, or recombining and contex-
tualizing CBBs amongst other CBBs. In contrast, all CBBs created
in specialized tools like LiquidText and NViVo can in principle
be richly contextualized (via hyperlinks to source locations, pro-
gressive reveal of surrounding context, etc.). Additionally, the links
between CBBs in these tools are often explicit in a machine-readable
sense, enabling more efficient navigation and retrieval of links in-
dependent of spatial proximity.

Future work should explore the behavioral consequences of these
differences. For example, do the qualitative differences in context
capture mechanics lead to more context being captured? Do vari-
ations in context capture patterns correlate with ease/quality of
downstream synthesis? As an initial step towards this, we con-
ducted exploratory analysis, using our recurring patterns to classify
information capture events into non-exclusive categories of context
capture, and found that participants using specialized tools seemed
to capture substantially more context with their CBBs compared to
participants using generic tools: for example, almost none of the
CBBs in specialized tools were context-free; in contrast, standalone
CBBs (i.e., without associated context) accounted for approximately
30% of P1’s information capture events, and approximately 70% of
P2’s events. With such a small sample, inferential statistics would
not be appropriate: we simply note these as preliminary descriptive
patterns of quantitative differences, which could point to how the
move from generic tools like Google Docs and OneNote to niche
and bespoke tools such as NViVo and LiquidText (as documented in,
among others, [9]), may reflect real gains in fundamental support
for synthesis work.
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